Abstract-In this paper, we propose a technique for detecting pockets on a surface-of-interest. A sequence of propagating fronts converging to the target surface is used as the basis for inspection. We compute a correspondence function between the initial and the target surface. This leads to a natural definition of the local feature size measured as the evolution distance between mapped points. Surface pockets are then extracted as salient clusters embedded in the feature space. The level-set initialization also determines the scale-space of the extracted pockets. Results are presented on a case-study in which the focus is to chronicle the phenotyping differences in genetically modified mouse placenta. Our results are validated based on manually verified ground-truth.
I. INTRODUCTION
A DVANCEMENTS in medical image analysis, computer graphics, and pattern recognition research over the last decade have permitted the segmentation, reconstruction and visualization of 3-D structures such as vasculature, anatomical surfaces, and tissue-tissue interfaces. With the aid of computerized morphometry algorithms, it is possible to quantify and visualize morphological features such as surface areas, curvature, thickness, and volume. In this paper, detection of pockets that are present on surfaces is of specific interest to us. Pockets refer to the localized regions on the surface that are similar to finger-like infiltrations on either side of the surface. The presence of pockets has a direct correlation with surface morphological parameters such as interface surface-area, convolutedness, and the extent of tissue infiltration. We are interested in quantifying the 3-D finger-like infiltration that occurs on the labyrinth-spongiotrophoblast tissue interface of the mouse placenta [ Fig. 1(a) and (b) ].
Several research problems benefit from surface pocket analysis. Protein docking for structure-based drug design is an important application wherein the high-resolution structural configurations of a protein and a drug are separately analyzed for fitting the two molecules together in 3-D space [4] . The optimal fit is characterized by a concave pocket on the surface of the protein into which the drug may dock effectively. Tracking the temporal growth of dendrites and spines on the surfaces of neuronal cells is another recent problem [20] .
The detection of surface pockets is complicated owing to several reasons. There is no formal definition in medical or computer vision literature and it is not easily represented by a mathematical model or distribution. Further, determining the correct scale for pocket exploration is not trivial. Depending on the scale, pockets could be classified as high-frequency noise. Also, erroneous segmentation/reconstruction creates artifacts that are very similar to pockets. From a visualization standpoint, occlusion is a major obstacle, especially for concave intrusions into the surface.
It may be pointed out that one can alleviate the problem of visualizing the surface pockets to some extent through a choice of viable shading techniques, light sources, and opacity transfer functions ( Fig. 1(c) , bottom). While this perspective is valid, our focus is on the objective quantification and validation of the observed surface pockets and, therefore, explicit extraction was deemed necessary (see Fig. 6 ). In our approach, we propose evolving a front in close vicinity of the target surface. (Please refer to Fig. 1(c) , top.) The front initially represents a global shape of the surface without pockets. As the front progresses towards the target surface, it acquires the features on the surface and finally converges to it. This leads to a natural definition of feature size as the distance traveled by a point from the initial front to the target surface. Surface pockets have larger feature sizes compared to the flat regions owing to the larger distances traversed. Hence, they are suitably extracted.
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of employing curvature in the specification of TFs has been presented by Hladůvka et al. [6] and Kindlmann et al. [10] . Such a TF helps a user to enhance or suppress shapes of a specific curvature class. However, pockets are not necessarily characterized by specific curvature values. They are deep infiltrations on the surface. Kanda et al. [9] and Zhou et al. [23] used distances as one of the dimensions in the specification of TFs. Seed point locations were specified by the user or implied by the camera position, and distance fields were computed based 0278-0062/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE on these seed points. Our work is related to the spatial TFs in terms of our overall goal to focus on localized regions in the 3-D image space. We, however, require a different approach as the pockets locations are not explicitly available.
Skeletonization approaches [11] , [12] in 3-D may be considered for detecting pockets. The pockets are extrusions from the surface and will reflect as extended branches on the medial axis backbone. We have implemented a similar approach for 2-D neuron images (with dendritic spines) in the recent past [13] . A skeletonization approach presents several conceptual problems. 1) There is no direct method of computing the true medial axis for a stack of 2-D edge contours-only approximations on polyhedral models are realizable. 2) The medial axis is very sensitive to surface variation. Minor variations on the surface cause significant changes to the medial axis resulting in high false-positive rates of detection. Given the large data sizes, such an approach may even prove intractable.
A good introduction to level set techniques and applications can be found in [17] . In [1] , Caselles et al. proposed the geodesic active contours model with a level sets based implementation. It extended previous work on active contour models with a new component in the speed function derived from the image properties. The new component creates an attraction force that caused the contour to halt at the object boundaries. We adopt this formulation for propagating the fronts.
Edelsbrunner et al. [4] provided a mathematical definition of pockets in proteins and other macromolecules. Pockets were constructed by an algorithm based on alpha complexes, and the algorithm was applied to proteins with known three-dimensional conformations. This algorithm uses information specific to proteins and is not immediately suitable for general pocket identification.
III. SURFACE POCKET MODELING
We attempt to capture the intuitive notion of a surface pocket as a narrow and deep infiltration of a surface. A surface pocket is similar to the high-frequency noise in that both are infiltrations or extrusions present on the surface. However, certain differences exist between noise and a surface-pocket that allow for easier mutual discrimination. Fig. 2 shows different kinds of infiltrations. Clearly, the only differentiating factor among them is their depth of infiltration and the cross-sectional diameter at the neck. This leads us to make the following observations.
1) The depth of the infiltration needs to be computed relative to a similar surface without the infiltration. 2) A notion of scale needs to be incorporated to discriminate pockets with narrow cross section.
3) The ratio of depth to cross-sectional area is important to locate spurious pockets. In Section III-A, we define a measure of pocket feature size and in Section III-B, we describe a way of measuring the convolutedness of a surface. Section III-C describes the model used for identifying a pocket, after we have measured the feature sizes of all the points on the surface. Please note that a pocket is composed of points that have a certain feature size.
A. Feature Size
Let be a surface front in propagating with a well-defined speed such that gives the position of the front at time . is the zero level-set of the signed distance function . Let denote the evolution distance of the point from a corresponding point in . We define the local feature size of a point on the final surface (i.e., the target surface ) as the evolution distance . We now describe methods for computing the local feature size.
1) Evolution Distance Metric:
To accurately measure the depth of curved pockets, the computation of the feature size needs to follow the evolution of the surface front. In general, the propagation paths may be curved [5] . Fig. 3 illustrates the need of measuring the distance traveled by a point on the final surface along the successive fronts. The point on the pocket travels along a curved path. However, simply measuring the distance to the nearest point on the starting front, is not accurate. Therefore, we need to track the evolution of each point on the initial front (surface without pockets) to the final front (surface with pockets).
A good approximation for the evolution distance is obtained by determining the distance of a point on the front at a given time point to the nearest point on the front at an earlier time-point. The values may then be accumulated across successive fronts to yield the final traversed distances.
Formally, we define the mapping function for a point to the corresponding point as (1) where represents the Euclidean distance metric. The evolution distance is recursively defined as (2) 2) Euclidean Distance Metric: Usually, pockets are not oriented perpendicular to the geometry. Hence, the distance needs to be computed along the evolution path. However, pockets occupy only a small fraction of the surface area and the remaining area evolves in a near normal direction. For example, consider the point on the flat regions of the surface in Fig. 3 The Euclidean path coincides with the evolution and the distance traversed may be computed directly rather than recursing through the different fronts. Hence, using a direct mapping from the final to the initial front is sufficiently accurate (3) where is the total time expended.
3) Combined Distance Metric: The method in Section III-A1 computes the evolution distance accurately. This method requires the determination of matching pairs of points across successive contours resulting in high computational costs. The method in Section III-A2 computes the direct Euclidean evolution distance efficiently since correspondence needs to be established only for the initial and the final fronts. However, the method is accurate only in the nonpocketed parts of the contour. We therefore propose the combined distance metric to compute the feature size that incorporates the advantages of both the methods.
We start by computing the Euclidean metric between the final and initial surface fronts. Pocketed regions exhibit high distances although their exact values may not be correct. A threshold is applied to extract such regions, which are then re-evaluated using the evolution distance metric. The threshold is selected based on the nature of the surface to be identified. A lower threshold will evaluate shallower variations in the surface using the evolution distance. A higher threshold will make the distance computation more efficient, at the risk of missing out pockets that are shallow or nonorthogonal to the surface.
The initial front is now selected based on a convolutedness criterion that is described next.
B. Convolutedness Criterion
We wish to select an initial front as a reference for making measurements of the depth of the pockets on the surface . This initial front must have the property that while it approximates the overall shape of the surface , it should not contain pockets. The distance traversed by a point is measured relative to this front.
As the initial front becomes smoother (aggregating over the high-frequency variations in ), the computed feature size function changes. Initially, the feature size function at the pockets has a high rate of change while it is fairly stable for nonpocketed regions. This rate of change stabilizes throughout the surface as the initial front becomes even smoother and devoid of surface pockets. This initial smoothed surface is computed by extracting an iso-surface in the distance map of the surface (see Section IV-B for more details). Larger iso-values in the distance map of the surface result in smoother iso-surfaces.
We employ a surface convolutedness metric in selecting such a suitable front [17] . Let be a surface front parameterized by the variables, and whose convolutedness is determined by the function . Further, let represent the local mean curvature of the surface at position . The following metric determines the extent of "wrinkling" or oscillations present in the surface: (4) where is a "stretch" function given by (5) We compute surface principal curvatures using the algorithm given by Chen and Schmitt [2] . Fig. 4 shows a graph of the ratio of the convolutedness of the smoothed initial front to the final surface . For an iso-value of 0 in the distance map , the initial surface is the actual surface and hence the ratio is 1. The ratio is initially high as expected and then begins to drop monotonically. There is a distinctive knee-point in the convolutedness ratio as the initial Fig. 4 . The graph in this figure demonstrates how the ratio of the convolutedness metric starts to drop for initial fronts that are progressively smoothed versions of the surface. Larger iso-values in the distance map of the surface result in smoother initial fronts. The wild-type and mutant placenta data are marked with a plus and a box, respectively. front is further smoothed after which point the surface does not get any less convoluted. This point is marked with a circle in Fig. 4 . We have found that selecting a front at the knee-point yields good results (see Section VI). The convolutedness metric rapidly drops and saturates at about same iso-value in both the cases since the pockets constitute a small percentage of the surface. Our framework was implemented on four placenta datasets and, therefore, manually selecting the knee-point was considered appropriate. A fully automatic implementation was not the aim although it is possible to realize it. On the other hand, some user inspection always helps. The knee-point is intuitive since the disappearance of a large number of pockets is expected to be correlated with higher value of the convolutedness ratio.
C. Pocket Identification
After having computed the feature size at all the points on the target surface , the next step involves using this information to identify the individual pockets. For this purpose, we select points that have feature size above a certain threshold , as candidates for belonging to a possible pocket.
To enforce the definition of a pocket as a narrow and deep infiltration or extrusion on the surface, we apply the following constraints on the pocket:
1) The maximum allowable cross-sectional diameter at the base of the pocket. To determine the cross section at the base, we take all the points in the pocket with the lowest feature size. If the cross-sectional diameter is above a lower limit , then the pocket is considered invalid. 2) The minimum allowable depth of a pocket. The depth of the pocket is defined by the largest feature size of the points in that pocket. Typically, the point at the tip of the pocket has the largest feature size. If the depth of the pocket is below a lower limit , then the pocket is considered invalid.
IV. LEVEL SET FORMULATION
We use the level set method [1] , [17] as a powerful numerical technique for implementing the front propagation scheme. The two key steps for the level set method are as follows.
1) Embedding the surface:
We represent the surface as the zero level-set of a signed distance function , i.e., . 2) Embedding the motion: We need to derive the time evolution PDE such that the motion of the zero level set has the desired properties as described below. For this purpose, we use the active contour formulation developed by Caselles et al.
Note that refers to the temporal derivative of the signed distance function .
The attraction term causes the zero-level set to be attracted to the object boundaries. The advection force term is independent of the geometry and causes the front to expand or contract depending on the local gradient magnitude. The diffusion term is proportional to the local curvature . The parameters and are user-defined settings for the relative scaling of the three speeds. The speed function is scaled with a quantity that has values proportional to the image gradient.
A. Segmentation Probability Maps
We employ material characterization techniques from the material science field to characterize microscopic structure (Torquato [19] ). Recently, Ridgway et al. [8] , [16] investigated the use of the -Point correlation functions for medical image segmentation to generate probability maps of the different tissue types. Our region of interest is characterized by a high value (close to 1) in the probability map while the remaining region has a lower value.
B. Initial Surface Determination
We require an initialization that captures the shape of the labyrinth layer without the presence of surface pockets. Our distance-based methods will only be able to provide accurate measurements of feature size under such conditions. Therefore, we adopt the following procedure to obtain such an initialization. Fig. 5 illustrates the method on a single slice in 2-D.
A threshold is applied to the smoothed version of the probability map . Smoothing reduces the number of floating components in the image. The largest component is chosen as representative of the labyrinth layer. The obtained object-of-interest captures the overall shape of the labyrinth layer. However, the surface is not smooth and shows interdigitation (pockets). To obtain a smooth version of the surface, we first construct a Euclidean distance map from the surface [3] . An iso-value in the distance map provides a smoother version of the surface that captures the overall shape of the labyrinth structure without the pockets. The choice of an appropriate iso-value is guided by the knee-point transition in the convolutedness ratio. Please refer to Fig. 4 in Section III-B. The graph shows that for large iso-values, the surface gets less convoluted. At the knee-point, the surface is sufficiently smooth with no or few pockets. The iso-value parameter is therefore initialized to the knee-point and this provides us with the initial front. The overall pipeline is described in Algorithm 1. We begin by obtaining a probability map for the labyrinth layer in the volume. A starting front is constructed from the distance map of the labyrinth layer, to initialize the level-set propagation (Section IV-B). We apply the convolutedness criterion (Section III-B) to select this initial front. The probability map is also used to obtain motion laws for propagating the front (Section IV). The front halts when it encompasses the labyrinth layer . The distance metric (Section III-A3) is computed between the initial front and final front to determine the feature size. Finally, pockets are extracted using the method described in Section III-C. Table I lists the typical parameter settings that were used in our experiments.
Note: The parameter is estimated after using the Euclidean measure to determine contour points that are recomputed using the evolution metric. Note that are the mean and standard deviation respectively of the resultant feature values after using the Euclidean measure. Later on, after applying the evolution measure, the parameter is initialized to separate the pocketed and nonpocketed regions. Note that the are the final mean and standard deviation of the feature values.
We implemented our framework using the National Library of Medicine's (NIH/NLM) Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) [7] and the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) from Kitware Inc. We used the ITK implementation of the level-set formulation by Caselles et al. [1] . The feature vectors at each voxel are loaded into Kitware's VolView volume visualization software to render the surface appropriately. All our experiments were conducted on a 2.5-GHz Pentium machines running Linux with 1-GB main memory.
VI. CASE STUDY: GENETIC PHENOTYPING
OF THE MOUSE PLACENTA In this paper, we are interested in quantifying the finger-like infiltration that occurs on the labyrinth-spongiotrophoblast tissue interface of the mouse placenta. Please refer to Fig. 1 . The infiltration affects the oxygen and nutrient exchange taking place between the maternal and fetal tissues. The normal tissue interface presents well-developed pockets that are also well distributed over the interface. A recent study has revealed that with the knockout of the Rb gene, the interdigitation (pockets) wildly increases and clumps together with poor infiltration [22] . As a results, fetal death occurs. Our biomedical collaborators are interested in quantifying this phenotype difference [21] .
Two pairs of wild-type and mutant placenta were harvested at 13.5 days of gestation and prepared using a standard histological protocol. They were fixed in formalin, embedded in paraffin and sectioned at 5 m thickness using a microtome. Serial sections were mounted on glass slides and scanned at 200 magnification using a light microscope. The image dimensions on average were (15 K 15 K 3). Each placenta data-set produced approximately 600-800 color images, ranging in size from 300 to 500 GB. The images are extremely noisy and require preprocessing, down-sampling, image registration, and tissue segmentation prior to the visualization stage. Considerable efforts were undertaken to prove the medical hypothesis that has led to new algorithmic developments. Mosaliganti et al. [14] developed a two-level optimizer for the image stack registration. Pan et al. [15] and Ridgway et al. [8] , [16] independently developed probabilistic segmentation methods that helped in extracting the placenta tissue layers. Registration and segmentation methods were used by Sharp et al. [18] for visualizing the placenta in 3-D. In this work, we realize the final goal of visualizing and quantifying the infiltration in the labyrinth-spongiotrophoblast interface by detecting surface pockets.
A. Experiments and Results
This section reports on a number of experiments that were conducted to evaluate the utility of the framework towards pocket detection. Our goals are twofold. 1) We show that superior visualization is obtained by incorporating the feature size information into a volume rendering application. 2) Validation studies are performed in 2-D/3-D with manually marked up pockets on the labyrinth contour.
The image shown in Fig. 1(c) , bottom shows the 3-D rendering after a large portion of the placenta is cropped away. The infiltrations and extrusions are occluded by the rest of the labyrinth surface. Fig. 6 shows the results of highlighting infiltrations and extrusions on the labyrinth surface in wild-type (05-977) and mutant (05-1904) mouse placenta. Specifically, Fig. 6(a) and (d) shows the entire original surface of the labyrinth in blue. No infiltrations or extrusions are obvious in the image. The image in Fig. 6(b) and (e) highlights infiltrations in opaque yellow using an outward marching level-set to obtain feature size information. Similarly, the image in Fig. 6 (c) and (f) uses an inward marching level set to highlight extrusions on the data. Fig. 7 provides a more distinct phenotyping difference in the interface topology. The following observations can be readily made. 1) The wild-type placenta seems to have welldeveloped infiltrations/extrusions that run deep into the other tissue. The mutant placenta is however marked by their absence. Instead, there is random interdigitation that is clumped together at different sites. 2) It also can be seen that the wild-type labyrinth has more uniformly distributed features than the mutant placenta.
We validate our results using manually segmented surface pockets that are present in a contiguous section of the 3-D stack Fig. 7 . The top row shows the RGB visualization of the 05-829 wild-type and the 05-1903 mutant placentae. The 3-D volume has been sectioned using two vertical planes to reveal the two different tissue layers at a macroscopic resolution. The interface was then visualized using our framework in the bottom row. Note the well-defined infiltrations in the wild-type and the randomly clumped pockets in the mutant placenta.
of images. The contiguous section is selected approximately from the center of the stack. The central section is usually associated with better consistency in staining, section thickness and reduced deformations of the tissue. This usually results in better segmentation and higher registration accuracy. Surface pockets were then identified in sections that were drawn from each placenta dataset. Each detected pocket in this stack can be placed in four categories: 1) counts the number of pockets that are marked in the ground-truth and fit our model (true positives); 2) counts the pockets that are not marked in ground-truth but fit our model (false positives); 3) counts the pockets that are marked-up but do not fit our model (false negatives); and 4) counts the pixels that are neither marked nor fit our model (true negatives). Note that a high value of specificity indicates that it is easy for the algorithm to rule out a spurious pocket with a high probability. On the other hand, a value of high sensitivity can identify a bona fide pocket with a high probability of success. The error may be defined as . Table II tabulates the sensitivity, specificity, and error rates observed for different settings of the minimum allowable pocket depth and the maximum allowable cross-sectional base diameter . The following observations are made. 1) Within every placenta category, as the range of allowable pocket sizes widens or , the sensitivity increases and the specificity decreases as compared to the highlighted case when and . This is an expected trend since nonpocket features now fit our constraints thereby lowering specificity. Simultaneously, all true pockets also readily fit the model, thereby increasing the sensitivity. 2) Across the placentas, we always obtain a good sensitivity with moderate specificities. Error rates are maintained below 0. Fig. 8(a) plots the family of ROC iso-contour curves of the parameter in the 05-829 dataset for different settings In Table III , we compare the time performance of using the three distance metrics as observed in the four placenta datasets. It is easy to see that the combined distance metric (Section III-A3) is very close to the Euclidean distance metric (Section III-A2) which is in turn, about 7-10 times faster than the evolution distance metric (Section III-A1). The trend is expected since the evolution mapping operates only in pocketed regions that are a fraction of the overall surface.
In Fig. 8(b) , different settings for the threshold parameter are explored based on the observed mean and standard deviation of the feature size values. We observe comparable execution performance to the Euclidean metric for three different settings of
, and yet the time is still a fraction of that expended for the evolution metric (refer to Table III) . Hence, this justifies using the combined scheme as a speed-up mechanism. Note that was initialized to equal in the combined metric. Recall that the threshold derived from the final feature values was used to extract the pocket regions on the surface. We validate its choice based on the performance in Table IV . Manual ground-truth for finger and non-finger presence on a voxel basis is generated on two images drawn randomly from both the wild-type (05-829) and mutant placenta (05-1904) stacks. In each image, all pixels on the contour that correspond to a finger are identified manually and the remaining contour pixels are classified as non-finger. These are shown in columns 2 and 3. Using a threshold of on the feature size values, we classify the surface pixels again into four categories as described earlier.
On average, we obtain good sensitivity and specificity of 0.84 and 0.90, respectively. The error rate is observed to be around 0.09.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe a method to detect surface pockets. Using a sequence of fronts generated by the level-set technique, evolution distances to the final segmentation are calculated from an initial front. The initial front is selected so that it captures the overall shape of the surface without the presence of pockets. We present a definition of feature size, such that pockets have higher feature size than nonpocketed regions. We employ our framework for mouse placenta phenotyping studies where validation is performed on 3-D pockets found in a normal (wild-type) placenta. The sensitivity of our detection algorithm was measured at 85% with a specificity of 85%. We also use the feature size information to enhance the expressivity of visualization of the surface. In future, we shall explore alternative methods of computing the evolution distance metrics along the fronts. These methods will utilize flow-fields that arise from computing the gradients of the level-set function. Furthermore, we shall consider using alternative generic level set formulations that provide intuitive parameter settings.
